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Introduction
Japan during the Tokugawa era (1603-1867) is known for her status of semiseclusion. The country severed almost all diplomatic ties abroad, with exception of Chos on Korea, Ryukyu and the Dutch East India Company, that was considered to represent the Netherlands. There were no official relations with China, 1 but Chinese' s ships were permitted to the port of Nagasaki. Diplomatic relations to Chos on were reconfirmed through Korean envoys (Chos on T'ongsinsa (K), Ch osen ts ushinshi (J), ) to the court at Edo( ) whenever a new Shogun came to power.
2 Tsushima played a vital role in these interactions between both countries.
Tsushima is 147 km whereas the distance between Pusan and Tsushima is 45 km. 4 Throughout its history, Tsushima was deeply engaged in the intercourse with Chos on. This was not only the result of its geographical proximity. Due to its mountaineous topography the domain could not produce rice in sufficient amounts, and was forced to rely on the trade with Chos on to sustain its population. In Pusan the Japanese merchants and emissaries were confined to the trading post Waegwan (Wakan (J), ), the Japanese residence, but regular and intense contacts gave Tsushima an important role in the intercourse between the two countries. In order to maintain its close relationship with Chos on, repeated efforts on various levels were necessary, including the field of language education. 5 It was in the early 18th century that the number of Chos on language speakers in Tsushima started to decline due to the S o claan' s monopolization of Tsushima's trade with Chos on which happened in the late 17 th century. After the Yanagawa Incident (Yanagawa ikken (J), , 6 the S o clan controlled the trade by giving the limited number of trade shares to the Tsushima officials and the privileged merchants called, Rokuj unin. As a result, there was lesser chance for Tsushima people to visit Waegwan. Thus, gradually the Chos on language became forgotten in Tsushima.
Amenomori H osh u( ; 1668-1755), a Confucian scholar lived in Tsushima, made two attempts to reverse this trend. His first attempt was to send ten young talents to the Japanese trading post in Pusan, where they had to learn Chos on language. And his second attempt was to establish an institution in Tsushima specialized in Chos on language education.
Previous research on H osh u's school conducted by scholars such as Tashiro Kazui, Yonetani Hitoshi, Matsubara Takatoshi, Cho Chin-ky ong, Ch ong Hye-jin focused on the curriculum of the school and the contents of its educational program. Many of these authors consider the school as a facility to produce interpreters. However, out of thirty-nine students, who graduated from this school between 1727 and 1730, only seven became the member of official interpreters (ts -uji-ch u, ) . It can be shown that H osh u also pursued the Author's Acknowledgement I express my personal appreciation of the valuable assistance given by Professor Nakano Hitoshi at Kyushu University and Professor Michel Wolfgang, Vice President and Dean of the Faculty of Language and Cultures at Kyushu University. I would also like to show my gratitude to Franklin Rausch for his advice and support.
1 There was no diplomatic relations with China, only trade with Chinese merchants from all over Asia. Korea was the only country with fully fledged diplomatic relations to Japan and official embassies whenever a new shogun came to power.
2 Toby 1991 : 3-12. 3 McCune 1946 Tashiro 1981 , 1982 , 2007 Toby 1991 : 6-7. 4 Yi 2005 : 14-16. 5 Tashiro 1991 , 2002 , 2007 : Chapter III, 2008 Yonetani 1991; Kimura ed. 1994; Matsubara and Cho 1997a, 1997b; Min 1998; Ch ong 2005a Ch ong , 2005b Ch ong , 2006a Ch ong , 2006b H o 2007. 6 See page 5 of this article. 14 The words, Rokuj unin chyakushi ( ) or Rokuj unin kodomo ( ) were used in the primary source. However, these terms include sons , younger brothers , successors , and step sons( ) of Rokuj unin. Here after, the word "child" or children will be used to indicate the word, "kodomo." education of young talented people for other functions in Tsushima-Chos on intercourse. In this study, H osh u's two plans and the contents of these programs and importance of these attempts are closely examined. Amenomori H osh u Amenomori H osh u was a Confucian scholar who worked for Tsushima-han . Some scholars believe that he was born in Amemori village in Omi-no-kuni ( present Shiga prefecture), but this has never been verified sufficiently. 7 H osh u excelled from his early childhood on, beginning to study Chinese poetry and classical literature at the age of five.
8 His father, who was a physician, encouraged him to take up medicine. However, H osh u turned to Confucianism instead, which was one of the ideological pillars of the Tokugawa regime, and became a pupil of a Confucian scholar, Kinoshita Junan ( 1621-98) 9 at the age of eighteen. In 1693, when H osh u was twenty-six years of age, he was hired by the Tsushima-han. His first duty was to compose letters addressed to the Chos on officers.
10 Gradually he became more involved in diplomatic matters concerning Chos on. In 1703 and 1705 he went to the Waegwan in Pusan to master the language.
11 Later he even compiled numerous books on Chos on language and Tsushima s relations with Chos on. K orinteisei (1728) was one of his books. It dealt with customs and culture of Chos on. It became one of the must-read books for Tsushima officers who were engaged in Tsushima-Chos on intercourse.
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H osh u s Attempts to Propagate Chos on Language in the Domain of Tsushima
The trade between Tsushima and Chos on was prosperous during the late 17th century. However, it started to decline in the 18th century, which affected the interest in Chos on language studies considerably.
.13 Amenomori H osh u reveals his concern as follows: In 1720, about half year after the 9th Chos on Envoy visited Japan, 16 H osh u suggested to send ten students, who were already competent in Chos on language, to Ch'oryang Waegwan ( ; in Tongnae, Pusan) for further improvement of their language proficiency. Waegwan, the Japan House, was about twenty-five times larger than the Dutch trading post Dejima in Nagasaki. 17 During the following years, a considerable number of Japanese pursued their studies here. The contents of this program reflected H osh u's own previous experience.
18 His ideas are clearly stated in the "Appointment register for disciples in Korean Studies" ("Kan'gaku seiin niny och o ").
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The selected students, called seiin , were between thirteen and fifteen years old. After their application was accepted, the students were obliged to attend a trial class in Tsushima for thirty to forty days. Hereupon they had to take an examination and ten students with the highest scores were selected. 24 This incident occured in 1635. After Hideyoshi's invasions, Chos on did not accept any letter from Japan unless it came from the "king" of Japan. As the Tokugawa refused any reference to the sh ogun as "king"( o, ), Tsushima-clan started to forge letters, in order to restart diplomatic relations with Chos on. These forgeries continued for a several decades. However, the Yanagawa clan, a vassal who played an important role in these efforts, disclosed the forgeries, trying to become a vassal to the Tokugawas. But after an official trial by the Bakufu, the It is important to note that the students were required to be sons of members of a group called "Sixty Persons" (Rokuj unin,
). This was a group of merchants who enjoyed the privilege to conduct trade with Chos on. Its origin goes back to medieval period. Due to the Sh oni clan s loss of its territories, the S o clan ( ) returned to Tsushima giving up its territories in Chikuzen and Hizen . Having no land left that could be distributed, the S o clan granted the status of privileged merchant to sixty of its vassals. They enjoyed the right of owning a boat (fune-no-baibaiken, ) as well as the right of maritime trade (kaij ok oekiken ). Later, they also engaged in administrative affairs within their villages. Sometimes, they even sent annual envoys (saikensen, ) to Pusan. In order to become Rokuj unin-kaku, one of the most important qualifications was Chos on language skill. These merchants were usually born as a son of merchant and succeed to their parent's work. They usually learn Chos on language from their parents and by accompanying them to Waegwan, where they learned living conversation of Chos on language.
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Learning Chos on language in Waegwan In the document Kan'gaku seiin niny och o , H osh u suggested to select ten students and send them to Chos on to teach them Chos on language. His plans and the contents of the program are written in details.
(1) Curriculum Students who were sent to Ch'oryang Waegwan commuted to Sakanoshita and T ok oji to learn Chos on language. Sakanoshita was located at the entrance of Waegwan. It was a place where y okgwan or Chos on interpreters, worked.
27 T ok oji was located inside the Waegwan. It was a place where rinbans o resided.
28 Students learned Chos on language by reading books until they reached the age of twenty-three. Among them, the competent ones were hired as a keiko-ts uji or as a trainee interpreter. Until the students complete the program, they were fully supported by the Tsushima-han. In short, in order to learn Chos on language, students were supposed to follow the process shown below: (1) apply for the program (2) learn Chos on language for thirty to forty days (3) selected ten students are sent to Ch'oryang Waegwan in Chos on (4) students commute to Sakanoshita and T ok oji to study (5) students learn Chos on language until they reach the age of twenty-three (6) competent students are hired as a trainee interpreter.
In the documents, there were about ten books introduced by H osh o. These books were used for three different purposes: to practice pronunciation, to improve vocabularies and expression, and to learn the classical Chinese literature.
At first, the students learned how to pronounce Chos on words. After learning the pronunciation, they learned vocabularies and improved expressions by reading novels. It is important to note that the students also were required to study classical Chinese literatures. Classical Chinese literatures were highly valued in Chos on as well as in Japanese society. The Chos on language school s aim was to produce the intellects, who were also excellent in Chos on language.
(2) Textbooks There were ten books that were used as textbooks. Among these ten, I would like to introduce three books to have a glance of their lessons. 1) K orinsuchi ( ) This was a textbook for conversation in Chos on language. There are few possibilities regarding the origin of this book. One possibility is that it was compiled by Amenomori H osh u, the other possibility is that it was originally compiled by a ts uji (Japanese Korean interpreter) and later edited by Amenomori H osh u. Or it was compiled in Naeshirogawa . 32 Naeshirogawa was a village located in Satsuma domain ( ; present Kagoshima prefecture). This book had been used as a textbook for those who studied Chos on language from the Edo to Meiji period. In 1881, it was published by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Japan. 33 This book is divided into four volumes. There are fifty-nine pages in Volume I, fifty-seven pages in Volume II, sixty-one pages in Volume III, and fifty-five pages in Volume IV. A copy of this book can be found at the following institutions: This book contains vocabularies with examples, which are divided into sixty-nine categories. 36 In each section, there are words written either in Hangeul or in Chinese character with the respective Katakana written beside it. K orinsuchi continued to be used as a textbook for Chos on language even during the Meiji period.
2) Butsumeisatsu ( ) The original copy of this book is located in the Tsushima S o Family Collection. This is also a vocabulary book. There is a list of Chos on vocabularies written in Katakana. On each word, there is a Japanese translation written beside it. There are about fourteen vocabularies and one or two phrases on each page. In total, there are about four-hundred-thirty vocabularies and thirty phrases. The contents are divided into twenty-one categories and the order is similar to that of "K orinshuchi." Some scholars believe that this book was compiled by ts uji as a study guide for "K orinsuchi" to focus more on the important vocabularies.
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3) Sook-hyang Ch on Sook-hyang ch on (The Story of Sook-hyang) is a Chos on romance novel. This novel was written by an anonymous author. Since Amenomori H osh u used this book in the early 18 th century, this novel must have been written prior to this period. 39 Novels were generally popular among the people who were learning Chos on language. They did not only read them but also transcribed the entire books to become familiar with the vocabularies and expressions. Sook-hyang ch on was one of the popular novels among the Chos on language learners. 40 This novel tells the story of Sook-hyang whose father saved a turtle and the turtle return the father's kindness. According to Cho and Matsubara, this story involves the fatalism and other aspects that show Chos on people's thoughts and emotions. 41 There were few reasons why this novel was chosen as a textbook to learn Chos on language: 1. There were few scenes involving formal occasions such as a scene taken place at a government office. It allowed the readers to observe Chos on people' s manners and customs at a formal occasion; 2. There were many dialogues among people from various age groups, which enabled the readers to learned the subtle changes in expressions depending on the characters' age; 3. Similar problems repeated in the story, which allowed the readers to review the vocabularies and expressions throughout the book. 42 Sook-hyang ch on was favored by many Japanese people who were learning Chos on language. Through this novel, they were able to learn about expressions, custom, and culture of Chos on.
Ten selected students were sent to Waegwan to study Chos on language. During their studying period, they were fully supported by the Tsushima-han. The aim of this program was to train young bright boys to obtain sufficient level of language proficiency as well as the knowledge on Chos on culture and customs. It can be considered as Tsushima' s effort to maintain the close relationships with Chos on.
Chos on Language School
Having succeeded in sending young students to Pusan in order to learn Chos on language, H osh u proposed to establish an institution specialized in Chos on language education. This plan was accepted by the Tsushima-han and a "Chos on language school" (Ch osengo keiko sho, ) 43 was established in 1727. To examine the background, process and curriculum of this school, a primary source, the "Record to Train Student to Learn [Chos on] language" (Kotoba keiko no mono shitate kiroku, ), was used. This document was compiled by Amenomori H osh u(a.k.a. Amenomori T ogor o, ) in 1736. This document is divided into four sections: (1) the importance of establishing this institution and importance of teaching Chos on language to people; (2) detailed plans to establish the institution; (3) a list of the names of the first class and their results; (4) aftermath of the graduation of the first class.
The Purpose of this Institution
As mentioned above, the number of Chos on language speakers in Tsushima started to decline in the early 18 th century. To stop this trend, H osh u proposed a plan to establish an educational institute specialized in teaching Chos on language in Tsushima.
Before this school was established, there was no other institution where people could learn Chos on language in Tsushima. Interpreters were often sons of Rokuj unin merchants who learned the language from their parents or acquaintances. After acquiring a basic knowledge, they received a "practice permit" (keiko-satsu, ) to temporarily reside in Waegwan while studying Chos on language. There were interpreters worked between Chos on and Japan. The Chos on Interpreters were called y okgwan. They were officers who passed the government examination. 44 On the other hand, the Japanese interpreters were usually people (most of them were merchants) from Tsushima. They were called ts uji.
The official interpreters, who were appointed by the Tsushima-han, were called ts uji. A group of these appointed interpreters was called ts uji-ch u ( ). There were four ranks, the lowest one being "The Eight Interpreters" (hachinints uji, ). Sometimes they were called "The Five Interpreters" (gonin-ts uji, ) depending on the demand of interpreters in Tsushima and Pusan. Then, there were "Trainee Interpreters" (keiko-ts uji, ), "Regular Interpreters" (hon-ts uji, or ts uji, ), and at the top of the hierarchy the "Great Interpreters" ( o-ts uji, ). According to Kang (1993) , there were fourteen or seventeen people in ts uji-ch u.
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Amenomori H osh u's Chos on Language School in Tsushima 43 Primary sources show no specific name for this institution. Tashiro Kazui uses the term Chosengo ts uji y oseisho ( ) which means Institution to train Chos on language interpreters, Yonetani Hitoshi does not refer to this institution with a particular term. Matsubara Takatoshi, Ch ong Gwang and Ch ong Seung-hye speak of Han o sa (K), Kan goshi (J) ( ). Given the fact that only 17% of the graduates of this school became official interpreters, and the word Chos on o (K) / chosengo (J) ( ) or Chos onsa (K), chosen kotoba (J) ( ) is more commonly used in the primary sources, the term Chos on o ky o goso (K) / Chosengo keikosho (J) ( ) seems to be more appropriate. However, for reasons of practicability, this study uses the name Chos on language school. 44 Kang Shin-hang 1993: 35-36. 45 Kang 1993: 52.
Beside these official interpreters, there were other temporary interpreters (also called ts uji). The duty of the official and temporary interpreters can be divided into three types: 1. work related to the Chos on Envoy; 2. work related to returning castaways; and 3. work related to trade in Waegwan.
There is no accurate number of the temporary interpreters in Tsushima during the Edo period. But, there was a significant decrease between the late 1600's and the early 1700's. In 1682, shortly after the ascension of Tokugawa Tsunayoshi the 8th Chos on envoy came to Japan using about eighty ts uji. 47 However, when the 9th Chos on Envoy arrived in Japan in 1719, there were about fifty ts uji. 48 Within less than forty years, the number of ts uji decreased by 37.5%.
Tashiro points out financial problems as one of the reasons for this phenomen. Interpreters working in Waegwan did not have enough income.
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In order to compensate their low income, they were allowed to conduct trade (Gomenbutsu-b oeki, ) at the Waegwan's Open Market (kaesi (K); kaishi (J), ). 50 The items and amounts of commodities they could trade were limited. One of the popular items was coptis root (Coptidis rhizoma, ). This root was used for medicine and was sold at a high price in Chos on. A ts uji who worked in Waegwan was allowed to sell 15 kin per year, wheras honts uji and o-ts uji could sell twice that amount. In 1670 s, one kin of coptis root was sold at silver 43 monme. However, during the 1730's the price of coptis root decreased to one tenth of its price fifty-year ago. 51 This decline contributed to the decrease in the number of interpreters in Tsushima.
In 47 After Toyotomi Hideyoshi's invasion of Chos on, the Tokugawa Bakufu tried to reestablish diplomatic relations by inviting envoys whenever a new shogun was proclaimed. The first embassy took place in 1607, followed by others in 1617, 1624, 1636, 1643, 1655, 1682, 1711, 1719, 1748, 1764, and 1811 . Each envoy was accompanied by about four to five hundred officials and servants. These were the only fully fledged diplomatic events for most parts of the Edo period.
48 Matsubara and Cho 1997: 42. 49 As shown in this document, H osh u was quite concerned over the decreasing number of the interpreters. He did not only encourage the children of Rokuj unin to learn the language but also encouraged commoners (ch onin).
Furthermore, H osh u as well as the Tsushima clan did not only want to train interpreters but also educate future officials, as a letter shows, that was sent from the "municipal administrator" (machibugy o, ) to officers in Izuhara where the school was established:
According to the note mentioned above, there are students withdrew from the program due to their parents' concern over their children ' s This text also reveals the importance of Chos on language knowledge as a precondition to become a domain officer.
To avoid causing any inconvenience, the "municipal administrator" suggests that the language course could be rescheduled if it overlaps with other schools' schedules: According to these letters, it is clear that H osh uand the Tsushima clan were putting much effort to gather as many students as possible and secure an effective education.
The Establishment of the Chos on Language School
The Chos on Language School founded by the Tsushima-han was established on September 1, 1727. Prior to the opening, Amenomori H osh u and Tsushima officers engaged in ensuring the proper location and employment of teachers.
Tsushima-han had given the permission to use a hall of a temple in Izuhara as a classroom. Tsushima-han was responsible to administrate the school, including the expenses with teachers' salary, replacement of tatami ( ; twenty-one times per year), and management of other services. Nii Bunkichi was appointed as a teacher and Tsuwazaki Tokuemon served as his assistant. Both teacher and his assistant gave daily lessons and scheduled a monthly examination after discussing it with other official interpreters, the o-ts uji and hon-ts uji. The results of these examinations were reported to H osh u for validation.
Prior to the opening of the school, the people in charge made an announcement to the residents of Izuhara to gather the applicants: However, admission was only granted to children of Rokuj unin group members. According to the announcement, applicants must be between the ages of twelve to fifteen. They were requested to learn Chos on language in Tsushima for three years, before some of the excellent students would be sent to Waegwan to work as trainee interpreters. The application was closed in the following month. The total number of students admitted to the program was thirty-four. Among the thirty-nine students, there were two at the age of nine, three at the age of ten, three were at eleven, seven were at twelve, ten were at the age of thirteen, seven at the age of fourteen, five at the age of fifteen, one student was at sixteen and another seventeen years old. Nineteen of them were the eldest sons (or successors), fifteen were second sons, one of them was a third-born son, three were described as "brother" and one of them was a stepson. It can be said that Chos on language was important for families to succeed in their business.
(1) Curriculum According to Ch ong Seung-hye's research on the Chos on Language School, the daily timetable was as follows:
Before lunch break, there were three classes for reviewing, reading and composition, and practice conversation. After lunch, students spent two-and-half hours to learn new lessons. Ch ong also gives detailed information on the syllabus. Nineteen students were rewarded; among which three students were rewarded for ranking the 1 st place. Five students ranked the 2 nd place. Three students were ranked the 3 rd place, two students were placed the 4 th , and six students placed the 5 th . The school did not only praise the ones who achieved the best scores, but also encouraged the ones who put much effort in learning such as Kuritani Fujinoj o. Kuritani joined the program late, but due to his hard work, he was rewarded by placing the 5 th rank.
After the program, some students continued studying. Due to the limited numbers of sources, it is difficult to know in details, but Table 8 shows the aftermath of these students.
Out of thirty-nine students, who were enrolled to the Chos on Language School, three withdrew from the program and another two died from illness. Twenty students were enrolled to the second course. Out of thirty-nine, fourteen students received the permit to go to Waegwan. Seven students eventually became professional interpreters.
It is interesting to note that Hanada, who achieved the highest results in his examination, did not become an interpreter. Out of twenty people, who had received awards, only four became interpreters. Due to the lack of source material, it is difficult to know what other occupations were available to these talented young people. However, it can be assumed that there were other ways of making a living using one's language skills. This underlines Tsushima's interest toward Chos on and the importance of its relation with Chos on. 
Conclusion
As one of Japan's windows to the outside world, Tsushima played a vital role to connect Chos on and Japan. This study gives a detailed description of the Chos on language school in Tsushima and the syllabus of its educational program. In the 1700' s, a Confucian scholar, Amenomori H osh u, was concerned over the decreasing the number of people who were capable of speaking the Chos on language. He made two attempts to stop this trend. First he selected ten students for an intensive training at the Ch'oryang Waegwan, the Tsushima trading post in the Korean harbor city Pusan. Hereupon he established an institution specialized in Chos on language education. His three-year long program was funded by the Tsushima clan. According to the existing primary sources, this school had a well organized program. Its aim was not only the provision of mere language skills but also the education of gifted young men who would be able to understand both countries' culture and customs. As a result, out of thirty-nine students who had joined the program, only seven students became professional interpreters. Obviously there were other occupations where Chos on language skills could be used. This school was one of the important contributions of the Tsushima clan to creating better relations and mutual understanding between Chos on and Japan. 
